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In this study a novel partially parallel acquisition method is
presented, which can be used to accelerate image acquisition
using an RF coil array for spatial encoding. In this technique,
Parallel Imaging with Localized Sensitivities (PILS), it is as-
sumed that the individual coils in the array have localized sen-
sitivity patterns, in that their sensitivity is restricted to a finite
region of space. Within the PILS model, a detailed, highly ac-
curate RF field map is not needed prior to reconstruction. In
PILS, each coil in the array is fully characterized by only two
parameters: the center of coil’s sensitive region in the FOV and
the width of the sensitive region around this center. In this
study, it is demonstrated that the incorporation of these coil
parameters into a localized Fourier transform allows recon-
struction of full FOV images in each of the component coils
from data sets acquired with a reduced number of phase en-
coding steps compared to conventional imaging techniques.
After the introduction of the PILS technique, primary focus is
given to issues related to the practical implementation of PILS,
including coil parameter determination and the SNR and artifact
power in the resulting images. Finally, in vivo PILS images are
shown which demonstrate the utility of the technique. Magn
Reson Med 44:602–609, 2000. © 2000 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Since the development of the NMR phased array (1) in the
late 1980s, multicoil arrays have been designed to image
almost every part of the human anatomy. The primary
advantage of arrays to date has been their increased signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR).

While traditional MRI with array coils has focused on
increasing SNR in the same imaging time, several partially
parallel acquisition (PPA) strategies have been proposed
(2–14). These techniques use spatial information con-
tained in the component coils of an array to partially
replace spatial encoding which would normally be per-
formed using gradients, thereby reducing imaging time. In
a PPA acquisition, a fraction of the phase encoding lines
are skipped compared to the conventional acquisition. A
specialized reconstruction is then applied to the data to
reconstruct the missing information, resulting in the una-
liased full FOV image in a fraction of the time.

The first PPA technique to demonstrate in vivo results
was Simultaneous Acquisition of Spatial Harmonics
(SMASH) (2). To date, a factor of two to four time savings
has been demonstrated in vivo using SMASH with com-

mercially available six element coil arrays (3,4) and up to
8-fold improvements have been achieved in phantoms us-
ing specialized RF hardware (5). However, the primary
limiting factor in SMASH is a substantial decrease in im-
age SNR at low acceleration factors (6).

Later in 1997, another PPA technique, Sensitivity En-
coding (SENSE) (7), was presented. SENSE has been ap-
plied to both cardiac (7,12) and head imaging (13) with
promising results.

While SMASH and SENSE have both been successfully
applied in many areas of MRI, the primary drawback
which limits their widespread clinical application is their
requirement of accurate knowledge of the complex sensi-
tivities of component coils in the array at each pixel in the
image, or at least in a single line in k-space, as in the
AUTO-SMASH technique (14). In practice, the actual coil
sensitivity information is difficult to determine experi-
mentally, due to contamination by both noise and, more
importantly, spin density variations.

In this study we present an alternative to these PPA
methods which requires minimal a priori knowledge of the
RF coil array to reconstruct an image. In this technique,
Parallel Imaging with Localized Sensitivities (PILS), it is
assumed that the individual coils in the array have local-
ized sensitivity patterns, in that their sensitivity is re-
stricted to a finite region of space. In this study, it is
demonstrated that the incorporation of simple coil param-
eters into a localized Fourier transform allows reconstruc-
tion of full FOV images in each of the component coils
from data sets acquired with a reduced number of phase
encoding steps. This results in an increase in imaging
speed similar to those gains actually achieved by other
PPA techniques, while maintaining optimal SNR per unit
time.

THEORY

Parallel Imaging With Localized Sensitivities

Before discussing the details of the PILS technique, we
first review some basics of the phase encoding process
used in traditional imaging methods. In conventional Fou-
rier transform (FT) imaging, k-space is sampled at a spac-
ing of Dky so that the Nyquist Criterion is satisfied for the
width of the object, Y (Fig. 1a). We can define an imaging
FOV Yi which corresponds to the FOV sampled along the
phase encoding direction. If, for example, the FOV Yi is
chosen to be a factor of two smaller than Y, image aliasing
is typically observed along the phase encoding direction
(Fig. 1b).

The statements given above assume that an RF coil with
uniform sensitivity is used for reception. Image aliasing
can be prevented if a coil with local sensitivity is used,
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such as a surface coil. In this situation, we can treat the RF
coil as an analog filter along phase encoding direction that
limits the signal to the local imaging FOV Yc along the
phase encoding direction (Fig. 1c). Therefore in the case of
this single surface coil, Dky can be chosen to sample the
FOV Yc instead of Y (Fig. 1d). Since this image has a
smaller FOV, it requires fewer samples compared to the
full FOV and can therefore be acquired in a reduced time.

Here we define the acceleration factor as the ratio of the
sampling spacing in k-space needed to sample the full
FOV image divided by the sampling spacing used in the
small FOV acquisition. This parameter gives the ratio of
speed improvement that is obtained using the smaller FOV
acquisition instead of the larger FOV acquisition.

The basic idea in PILS is to take this concept of reduced
FOV acquisitions in a single coil, and apply it to acquisi-
tions in which smaller FOV images are acquired in parallel
in each element of the array. In PILS we view an array of
surface coils as a bank of filters, each with an FOV of Yc,
but with a different offset y0 which span Y (Fig. 2a). The
primary idea of PILS is to simultaneously collect images in
each coil with an FOV of Yi (less than Y), each correspond-
ing to a different subregion of the full FOV image. We
then use the PILS reconstruction process to combine

these local image acquisitions into an image with a
composite width Y.

To see how the PILS reconstruction process works, we
begin with the assumption that each coil has a completely
localized sensitivity, such that each coil has sensitivity
over Yc, and is zero everywhere else. The process begins
with the acquisition of an image with FOV Yi simulta-
neously in each coil of the array, where Yc , Yi , Y. As
can be seen from Fig. 2b, as long as Yi is chosen to be larger
than Yc, the periodically repeating subimages are com-
pletely separated, although the position of the correct sub-
image is lost. The primary goal of the PILS reconstruction
process is to reconstruct only the subimage which is in the
correct position in each coil of the array. This process is
described in the next section.

The PILS Reconstruction Algorithm

We begin with the simple 1D Fourier transform represen-
tation of the MR signal:

S~ky! 5 E
2`

`

r~y!eikyydy [1]

FIG. 1. Single coil imaging. a: Definition of the
object width Y and the imaging FOV Yi. b: If a
FOV of 1⁄2 Y is used in the acquisition, image
aliasing results. Information is lost in this case
due to the overlapping of spatial information.
c: Imaging with a surface coil restricts the
bandwidth of the signal to a range Yc centered
around y0. d: When a surface coil is used for
imaging, the FOV in the phase encoding direc-
tion can be reduced to Yc instead of Y without
aliasing problems.

FIG. 2. Imaging with an array. a: Definition of Yc, y0 and Yi for an array which spans a length Y. b: If an image is acquired with a FOV of
Yi, which is bigger than Yc, but less than Y, several repeating subimages appear in the full FOV reconstruction, however no overlapping of
spatial information occurs, due to the inherent filtering of the surface coil. c: In PILS, information about the center position of the signal is
incorporated into the reconstruction, and all signal from outside the correct region is suppressed. This results in the correct full FOV image
in each component coil.
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where r(y) is the spin density of the sample along the
phase encoding direction and S(ky) is the received signal.
However, if we assume that a coil with localized sensitiv-
ity limits the signal to an FOV of Yc centered around y0,
this integration reduces to:

S~ky! 5 E
y02Yc/2

y01Yc/2

r~y!eikyydy [2]

In the PILS reconstruction, it is assumed that we already
have knowledge of the correct location of the center of the
coil’s sensitive region y0 and the acceleration factor used
in the data acquisition. Using this prior knowledge of the
range of y values that actually contributed signal in Eq. [2],
we can restrict the reconstruction to only have signal in
the predefined range of y where the signal originated, such
that over the range y0-Yi/2 , y9 , y01Yi/2,

r~y9! 5 O
Ky

S~ky!e2ikyy9 5 FFT$f~ky!S~ky!% [3]

and is zero everywhere else (Fig. 2c). The term f(ky) is a
simple linear phase term needed to correctly shift the
center of the reconstructed data to the center of the recon-
struction window and is given by:

f~ky! 5 eikyy0 [4]

Repeating this process for each coil results in unaliased
full FOV images for each coil with signal only in the
predefined regions. A composite image can then be recon-
structed using any conventional method, such as a sum of
squares reconstruction (1).

Many issues need to be considered before this technique
can be implemented in practice. Foremost among these
issues is the validity of our assumption that the surface
coils in the array provide localized sensitivities and that
their spatial location can be determined accurately. These
practical issues are the focus of the remainder of the manu-
script.

METHODS

Computer Simulations

The first question one should ask before implementing
PILS is to what extent a surface coil has a localized sensi-
tivity. Typical RF coils have some sensitivity at a large
distance from the coil. Therefore, if we assume that sensi-
tive region of a coil is completely limited to a finite region,
we guarantee some level of error in the images. The key
questions are how large the error is and whether this level
of error, or artifact, can be tolerated in a given application.

For this purpose, we have used computer simulations to
estimate the artifact power at different imaging FOVs (ac-
celeration factors) for ideal surface coils. To this end, a B1

field calculation was implemented in the Matlab program-
ming environment (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA)
using an analytic integration of the Biot-Savart equation.
The first simulated coil is a single 5315 cm loop surface
coil. The second simulated array element is a quadrature

loop-butterfly pair of the same size. Adjacent coils in both
arrays are arranged in the head-foot direction, parallel to
the B0 field of the magnet. For these initial simulations, an
image plane parallel to the plane of the coils approxi-
mately 10 cm from the coils was assumed. This is approx-
imately the depth that would be optimal in terms of SNR
for both of these coils (15).

While these simulated coil profiles give an indication of
the localization of the coil sensitivity on a point by point
basis, they do not give a global idea of image artifacts
introduced by the PILS technique. For this, we return to
the analogy of the surface coil as a filter with a pass-band,
stop-band, and a transition region in between. We are
particularly interested in the amount of power that will
contribute to artifacts in the reconstructed image which is
a function of the power in the stop-band region of the coil.
Given this model, the stop-band rejection was calculated
as the power from outside the FOV Yi versus the power
from inside the FOV Yi:

R~Yi! 5

E
2`

2Yi/2

uC~y!u2 dy 1 E
Yi/2

`

uC~y!u2 dy

E
2Yi/2

Yi/2

uC~y!u2 dy

[5]

where C(y) is the sensitivity of the coil along y with the
center of the coil sensitivity centered at y050. This mea-
sure can then be used to define a safe imaging FOV (Yi) that
can be used with the array once some level of error toler-
ance is defined.

Simulated PILS Imaging

Once simulated coil field maps were generated, simulated
PILS imaging was performed using an image of a resolu-
tion phantom. Simulated images were generated using the
four element quadrature array used in the last section.
Images were reconstructed at various acceleration factors
from one to four and the resulting images were evaluated
qualitatively for general image quality with primary atten-
tion to residual aliasing artifacts.

The images acquired at integer acceleration factors were
then subjected to quantitative evaluation of both SNR and
artifact power. SNR was evaluated on a pixel by pixel basis
using multiple reconstructed copies of the same image
with different received noise in each image, as described
in Reference (6). For this study, a series of 30 images was
used in this calculation. SNR was then derived as the
mean value over the series of images divided by the stan-
dard deviation across the series.

Artifact power was evaluated using a noise free refer-
ence and a noise free PILS reconstruction. The total artifact
power in this case is the total power in the difference
image, found by subtracting the reference and PILS images
and squaring the magnitude of the result, divided by the
total power in the reference image, found by squaring the
magnitude of the reference image.

Determination of Coil Parameters and In Vivo
PILS Imaging

As stated above, the two coil-based parameters that need to
be known prior to image acquisition and reconstruction in
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PILS are the center of the each coil’s sensitive region, y0,
and the width of the sensitive region around the center, Yc.
The method we have chosen to implement for determina-
tion of these parameters in PILS is a relatively simple yet
robust one. In this method, the magnitude of a one-dimen-
sional B1 field profile is acquired in each of the coils and fit
to gaussian functions. These profiles can be acquired from
either (i) a projection along the phase encoding direction
or (ii) a single image line in a full FOV reference image.
The position of the maximum of resulting gaussian fit can
then be used as the center of the coil sensitivity, y0, and the
full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the function can be
used as the width of each coil, Yc.

This coil fitting procedure was implemented in actual in
vivo experiments and was used to determine the coil pa-
rameters for a four-element cardiac array which had pre-
viously been designed for SMASH cardiac imaging (16).
The array contains four elements, each 7323 cm, arranged
in the head-foot direction. For these in vivo images, a
single line from a full FOV reference scan was fit to the
gaussian functions.

For initial demonstration of the PILS technique, we ap-
plied PILS to routine cardiac imaging3 on a 1.5T Siemens
Vision scanner (Siemens Medical, Erlangen, Germany). A
segmented FLASH sequence was used with the four ele-
ment cardiac array listed above using an incremented flip
angle series with nine lines per segment, TR514.4,
TE57.3, matrix51443256, FOV53003300 mm,
slice58mm, number of excitations (NEX ) 51. The con-
ventional and PILS acquisitions were performed in sepa-
rate breathholds. In this case, the conventional fully gra-
dient encoded technique required 16 cardiac cycles to
acquire the full image, while the PILS technique required
only eight cardiac cycles, corresponding to an acceleration
factor of two. After reconstruction of component coil im-
ages using the PILS reconstruction algorithm, the compo-
nent coil images were combined using the sum of squares
algorithm.

RESULTS

Computer Simulations

The resulting sensitivity profiles from the simulated coils
are shown in a semi-log plot in Fig. 3. At first appearance
the coils have similar profiles in that their B1 fields are
primarily confined to a specific region. However, the re-
gion that has the greatest affect on PILS is the region
outside of the main lobe of the coils. One side-lobe can
clearly be seen in the stop-band region of each coil. How-
ever, the height of these sidelobes is at least 25 dB from the
height of the main lobe for the loop coil and at least 45 dB
down for the quadrature coil. Given these results, it is clear
that the assumption of localized sensitivity is valid for
these coils.

However, some measure of the global error included in
this assumption is needed to determine what the mini-
mum Yc is for a particular coil. For this we turn to the

calculations of stop-band rejection, shown in Fig. 4. This
figure shows the stop-band rejection in dBs at various
imaging FOVs. The vertical lines on the figure correspond
to the FWHM of the coil (left, thin lines) and two times the
FWHM (right, thick lines). As can be seen, if the FOV
corresponding to the FWHM of the coil is chosen as the
imaging FOV, the total out of band power is on the order of
20 dBs less than the in-band power for both coils. How-
ever, if an FOV of twice the FWHM of the coils is chosen,
the out of band power is significantly reduced. At this
FOV, the linear coil has a stop-band rejection of approxi-
mately 42 dBs while the quadrature coil shows further
suppression at approximately 50 dBs. With these calcula-
tions in hand, one can determine a safe imaging FOV (Yi)

3It should be noted that the scans used in this initial data set were first used
in a study of cardiac imaging with AUTO-SMASH (14). The corresponding
AUTO-SMASH reconstruction of this data set can be found in that reference.

FIG. 3. The profiles along the z-direction are shown for both a linear
(black line) and quadrature (gray) coil. Note that both coils achieve
a suppression of the out of band signals of over 25 dBs.

FIG. 4. Shown are the results of the calculation of stop-band rejec-
tion vs phase encoding FOV from this study. The thin vertical lines
on the left correspond to a FOV equal to the FWHM of the coils. The
thicker vertical lines on the right correspond to a FOV of twice the
FWHM.
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that can be used with PILS once some level of expected
artifact power is specified for a given imaging application.

Simulated PILS Imaging

The simulated images reconstructed using the PILS tech-
nique up to an acceleration factor of 3.2 for the four ele-
ment quadrature array are summarized in Fig. 5. As can be
seen from these images, little or no aliasing is discernable
up to an acceleration factor of 2.2. Localized aliasing arti-
facts are observed when the acceleration factor reaches 3.2.
Above this acceleration factor, residual aliasing dominates
the image, and image quality is significantly reduced.

For a closer look at the reconstructed images, individual
component coil reconstructions are shown for an accelera-
tion factor of 2.5 in Fig. 6. The component coil images ob-
tained from the PILS reconstruction in Fig. 6a highlight a

basic mechanism of artifact reduction in PILS. In these sim-
ulated reconstructions, residual aliasing is primarily re-
stricted to areas near the edge of each subimage, which are
areas that typically have very low signal levels to begin with.
These areas on the edge of each component image are typi-
cally the areas near the centers of the neighboring coils,
which are usually free of artifact. In the composite PILS
image, the strong signal coming from the center of one coil’s
sensitive region tends to diminish the impact of low intensity
artifacts in the other component coil images. An example of
this effect is highlighted by the white arrows in the compo-
nent coil images of Fig. 6a. The artifacts in the component
coil images are barely detectable in the composite image, due
to the strong signal at this location from the adjacent coils.
For reference, the conventional sum of squares reconstruc-
tion with full phase encoding is shown in Fig. 6b.

FIG. 5. Simulated PILS images from a four element quadrature array are shown up to a factor of 3.2. Note the excellent image quality
achieved up to a factor of 2.2.

FIG. 6. a: Component coil images resulting from the PILS reconstruction acquired at an acceleration factor of 2.5. Note the nearly complete
suppression of aliasing artifacts in the composite image (right), even though several of the component coil images show subtle aliasing
artifacts (white arrows). b: Conventional fully phase encoded reference images.
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The SNR results from the simulated phantom in Fig. 7
and Table 1 demonstrate that up to a factor of three using
the four-element array, PILS achieves optimal SNR per
unit time compared to the conventional full time acquisi-
tions. This should be expected, since the composite image
in PILS is made up of shifted versions of smaller FOV
images which have been reconstructed with a conven-
tional FFT.

The artifact power measurements given in Table 1 fol-
low the pattern that is typically found in all PPA tech-
niques. At acceleration factors approaching the number of
elements in the array, the images demonstrate increasing
artifact power. For the PILS technique, artifact power re-
mains on the order of 1% or less up to an acceleration
factor of three. At lower powers, the artifacts would be at
a level that in many cases would only be observable in
images with high signal to noise ratios, with the total
artifact power remaining at a level under 1%.

Determination of Coil Parameters and In Vivo
PILS Imaging

The signal profiles in each of the four coils of the array are
shown in Fig. 8 as the thin lines in each subfigure. In
addition, the gaussian fits used to find the center of each
coil are shown as thick lines. The resulting center derived
from these gaussian fits are marked with a star.

The component coil images acquired with an accelera-
tion factor of two are shown in Fig. 9a for the PILS recon-
struction, while the corresponding fully gradient encoding
counterparts are shown in Fig. 9b. As can be seen from this
figure, the component coil images that are reconstructed
from each coil using the PILS technique closely resemble
those that were acquired in twice the time using the con-
ventional imaging technique.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we have presented a novel PPA imaging
technique which is easy to implement in practice, easy to
understand, requires minimal a priori information about
the coil array, and provides optimal SNR at all acceleration
factors. In the PILS technique, we view an array of surface
coils as a bank of filters along the phase encoding direc-
tion. Using the knowledge of the positions of each of these
bands in the image, we reconstruct shifted small FOV
images which are acquired simultaneously in each array
element. These small FOV images are then positioned at
the correct locations within an image the size of the full
FOV and finally combined into a composite image through
normal array reconstruction algorithms. In this study, we
have shown that PILS can provide acceleration factors up
to 2.2 with few noticeable artifacts in simulated images
with a four element array. In addition, in vivo PILS imag-
ing was demonstrated with a four element array at an
acceleration factor of two with good image quality.

FIG. 7. Signal to noise ratio in PILS vs acceleration factor. The
circles represent measured points for PILS. The gray line begins at
the SNR measured at an acceleration factor of 1.0. The rest of the
line contains the points that would be measured from a conventional
sum of squares reference image with the appropriate increase in
imaging speed. Note that PILS achieves the same SNR as the
reference at all acceleration factors tested.

Table 1
SNR and Artifact Power in PILS

Acceleration: 1X 2X 3X

Relative SNR 0.9995 6 0.0012 0.7197 6 0.0132 0.5636 6 0.0130
Relative SNR/time 0.9995 6 0.002 1.0178 6 0.026 0.9761 6 0.026
Artifact power 8 3 1029 0.00066 0.022

FIG. 8. In vivo coil sensitivity maps used for the images in Fig. 9 (thin
lines). The gaussian fit used to determine the coil centers are shown
as the thick lines. The points used as the coil centers are shown as
gray stars.
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All PPA techniques rely on two primary factors for suc-
cessful reconstructions: (i) the spatial encoding perfor-
mance of the imaging array; and (ii) the ability to measure
the coil related parameters needed for the reconstruction,
such as coil sensitivity maps. The primary difference be-
tween PILS and other PPA techniques is that the coil
mapping procedure is simple and robust. Other methods
require knowledge of the coil sensitivity at each location in
the image (7) or along a single phase encoding line (2,14).
The coil parameters required by PILS are relatively insen-
sitive to noise and spin-density variations, since only the
position of the center of each coil needs to be known
exactly. While we have yet to observe any significant prob-
lems measuring the coil positions using this method, if a
particular measured center position were severely contam-
inated with noise, the resulting subimage would be im-
properly shifted, resulting in local aliasing artifacts in the
composite image. These artifacts can be corrected through
post-processing by inspecting the component coil images,
and shifting the affected coil center locations until the coil
center is properly aligned with the component coil image.

One particular advantage of PILS compared to other PPA
techniques is that the link between image artifacts and the
reconstruction algorithm is clear. To date we have ob-
served only two types of image artifacts resulting from the
PILS reconstruction. The first artifact is an error in the
measured coil center described above. If this error were to
occur, it could be recognized by asymmetrical aliasing in a
component coil image. The second, more common artifact
is residual aliasing artifacts in the component coil images
due to the extended field of the coils, which also appear in
the composite image. This has the typical appearance of
symmetrical aliasing in the component coil images (for
example, Fig. 6a). While there is no easy way to correct
this artifact after data acquisition, in PILS there is a simple
cause and effect relationship. In PILS, this artifact can only
be caused from an aliased signal from outside the small
FOV. Therefore the solution to this artifact is simply to
enlarge the FOV used in the small FOV images, either by

increasing the target to full FOV size, or by decreasing the
acceleration factor. In other PPA techniques, this relation-
ship is not as clear, especially since the composite image is
the only image available after reconstruction. Aliasing ar-
tifacts in these techniques may be caused either by the
poor performance of the array or by inaccurate or incom-
plete coil mapping procedures (2,7). The inability to de-
termine the exact cause of the aliasing artifact in these
techniques can make the correction of the artifact more
difficult.

Although determination of the relevant coil parameters
is simplified in PILS, the reconstruction is more sensitive
to the underlying coil performance than other techniques.
The primary issue in this respect is the isolation of the
elements in the array. Arrays with isolation on the order of
25–30 dBs between elements have been reported for nu-
merous non-PILS applications (e.g., Ref. 17), so that dedi-
cated PILS arrays with isolation on this order should be
possible. Given the in vivo results presented in this study
using an array with isolation on the order of 20 dBs (16),
the technique is feasible at this level of isolation.

Another potential limitation of PILS is the requirement
that the coils essentially act as filters along the phase
encoding direction. In cases where the desired imaging
plane does not correspond to the array direction, the per-
formance of PILS will be greatly reduced. While this is a
significant limitation, it is anticipated that the design of
multidimensional arrays of coils could help alleviate this
problem (2).

While the PILS technique can potentially be used to
acquire images at acceleration factors approaching the
number of array elements, it is clear that the performance
of PILS is probably optimal at acceleration factors approx-
imately equal to half the number of array elements. Above
this level of acceleration, the technique is very dependent
on the performance of the array for accurate image recon-
structions. Therefore, we recommend using PILS in the
lower range of acceleration factors. It should be stressed
that this is the range of accelerations where all other PPA

FIG. 9. In vivo PILS images acquired at an acceleration factor of two. a: PILS reconstruction. Note the nearly complete removal of aliasing
artifacts from the composite image. b: The corresponding full time, fully gradient encoded reference images. Note that the PILS images in
a have comparable image quality to those shown in b, which were acquired in twice the time.
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techniques have been used to date, due as well to practical
limitations which are only significant at the higher accel-
eration factors. In our experience, this is primarily due to
the sensitivity of PPA techniques to errors in coil sensitiv-
ity mapping. While other PPA techniques have been
shown to work at the maximum possible acceleration fac-
tor (i.e., the number of array elements) in phantom exper-
iments, practical issues have prevented the application of
these techniques at the maximum possible acceleration in
vivo.

The primary advantages of PILS in this lower range of
acceleration factors is the ease of coil parameter determi-
nation and image SNR. For example, the raw profiles used
in this gaussian fit are heavily contaminated by both noise
and spin density variations, such that the extraction of the
pure coil sensitivity information is difficult in this case.
However, as can be seen from this figure, the gaussian
fitting technique used in this study gives reasonable values
for the position of the center, even though the fit to the
actual image intensities is relatively poor. An additional
advantage is the ability to determine the coil related pa-
rameters from magnitude profiles, instead of the complex
profiles needed in other PPA techniques, since PILS does
not require information about the phase of the coils at any
point in the reconstruction. This leads to more robust
reconstructions, since the coil mapping routine used in
PILS should not be susceptible to phase variations across
the imaging slice.

All images reconstructed by PPA techniques necessarily
have lower SNR than a fully encoded, slower acquisition.
SNR is an area of critical importance for PPA techniques,
since most fast imaging applications where PPAs will have
the most impact (e.g., cardiac imaging) are already limited
by SNR. In these cases, any additional losses introduced
by the PPA reconstruction, besides the decrease in SNR
due to the decreased acquisition time, cannot be easily
tolerated. One advantage of PILS in this respect is that SNR
in the PILS technique simply follows the decrease in SNR
found in conventional MR imaging. This slight increase in
SNR performance compared to other techniques can po-
tentially be used to increase image quality or to investigate
imaging problems which are more limited by SNR, such as
cardiac perfusion measurements.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have presented a novel PPA method
which requires minimal a priori knowledge of the RF coil
array to reconstruct an image. We have demonstrated that
the incorporation of simple coil parameters into a local-
ized Fourier transform allows reconstruction of full FOV
images in each of the component coils from data sets
acquired with a reduced number of phase encoding steps,

compared to conventional imaging techniques. This re-
sults in an increase in imaging speed. Simulated and in
vivo images were shown which demonstrate the feasibility
of PILS imaging. In addition to the low artifact powers in
these reconstructions, the PILS technique was shown to
have optimal SNR efficiency at all acceleration factors
tested. Future work on PILS will concentrate on improving
the performance of the technique at higher acceleration
factors and on the development of array coils designed
specifically for PILS imaging.
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